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LASER ACCELERATION IN VACUUM 
WITH AN OPEN IRIS-LOADED WAVEGUIDE* 

Ming Xie, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA 

Abstract 

An open iris-loaded waveguide structure is considered for 
laser acceleration of highly relativistic particle in vacuum. 
Complete characterization of all eigenmodes are given in 
analytical form for the structure. In particular the dominant 
radially polarized TM mode is evaluated in detail for laser 
acceleration. The entire parameter space-is searched and it 
is found that below the laser damage threshold of the struc- · 
ture an acceleration gradient around I GV /m can be ob
tained over a phase slippage length of lOs of em with TWs 
laser in the wavelength range from I to I 0 J.Lm. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Open Iris-Loaded waveguide Structure (OILS) consid
ered in this paper is made of a series of equally spaced thin 
screens each having a circular aperture. It differs from the 
usual iris-loaded linac structure in the following aspects: 
first of all it does not have side walls thus called an open 
structure; secondly all its characteristic dimensions i.e., ra
dius of the aperture (a) and separation between the adja
cent apertures (1), are much larger than laser wavelength 
(>.). As a result the eigenmodes of the structure are deter
mined dominantly by diffraction. Recently, Pantell [I] pre
sented a calculation of the iongitudinal field component in 
the structure using the numerical method ofFox-Li [2] and 
discussed the possibility of laser acceleration. But, soon 
after that Pantell [3] claimed that an additional fast axial 
phase oscillation absent from the Fox-Li's original calcula
tions [2] was found and thus concluded that the structure is 
not suitable for laser acceleration. 

However the claimed fast phase oscillation does not ex
ist. The numerical method of Fox-Li is not an appropriate 
approach to this problem. To demonstrate net energy gain 
for a test particle, the field everywhere along the trajectory 
needs to be calculated. The kernel of the Fresnel integral 
used in Fox-Li's method becomes increasingly fast oscilla
tory for the field at locations close to the diffracting aper
ture, causing the integral extremely cumbersome to calcu
late and prone to various sources of numerical and system
atic errors. To avoid the numerical difficulties fully analyt
ical approach is taken in this paper. 

2 EIGENMODES OF THE OPEN WAVEGUIDE 

Starting from source free Maxwell Equations in vacuum, 
we seek axially symmetric, radially polarized TM mode of 
the form: E(r, z, t) = Er + Ez, H(r, z, t) = H"'. All 

*This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under 
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other types of modes can be obtained following the same 
procedures. For fields with exp( -iwt) dependence, each 
component satisfies the scalar Helmholtz wave equation, 
'\724_> + k2q> = O, where k = wjc. Under the conditions 
L » >. and a » >., the wave equation can be further re
duced to a parabolic equation 

2 - aw (I) Y'til! + 2Ik az = 0, 

where 4.>(r, z) = il!(r, z) exp(ikz), il!(r, z) is the envelope 
slowly varying in z, and V'~ is the transverse Laplacian. 

For open waveguide without side walls it is convenient 
to solve first for the radial component. With 4.> = Er(r, z), 
Eq.(l) becomes 

a2 w law 1 . ow 
- + -- - - ilf + 2Ik- = 0 . (2) 
8r2 r or r2 az 

This is the equation with azimuthal mode number m = 1, 

and its solution may be labeled as ill i~ ( r' z). where n is the 
radial mode index, and the superscript indicates the mode is 
radially polarized. The radially polarized mode is a linear 
superposition of two degenerate, orthogonal linearly polar

ized modes wi';! (r, z)sin( cp) and wi;! (r, z)cos( cp ). 
Our goal is to solve Eq.(2) for the eigenmodes in an 

OILS. This problem is shown to be equivalent to finding 
the eigenmodes in a Fabry-Perot optical resonator with two 
circular plane mirrors of radius a, separated by a distance 
L [2]. Under appropriate boundary conditions, Vainshtein 
[ 4] obtained solution of the eigenmodes to all orders inside 
such a resonator. Once Er is solved, all other field com
ponents can be determined directly through Maxwell equa
tions. With all spatial-temporal dependence explicitly in
cluded, the solution reads: 

Ez = EaJo(krr) exp[i(kzz- wt)J , (3) 

Er = -i(kz/kr)EaJl(krr)exp[i(kzz- wt)J, (4) 

Hcp = Er/ZTM , (5) 

kr= a[l+7J~ln+ i)/M], kz=k-k;/2k, (6) 

where M = JS;N, N is Fresnel number defined as N = 
a2 j>.L, 1J = -((1/2)/..fii ~ 0.824, ((z) is Riemann's 
Zeta function, Z™ = (kz/k)Zo, ZTM is the impedance 
of TM wave, Zo is the vacuum impedance, v1n is the nth. 
zero of Bessel function satisfying J 1 ( v1n) = 0, and Ea is 
peak acceleration gradient. It should be noted that as a re
sult of slowly varying envelope approximation, the modes 
are characterized by, Jkzl ,...., k and Jkrl « k. The solution 
is more accurate at small diffraction loss per cell, or equiv
alently when N » 1, which happens to be the regime fa
vorable for laser acceleration, as will be discussed later. 



3 ACCELERATOR CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section, we exploit properties of the TMi~ mode, 
and derive necessary formulas and scaling laws for the eval
uation of Oll..S as an acceleration structure. 

3.1 General Characteristics and Formulas 

For convenience, let's introduce a complex quantity a: = 
O:r + ia:i = i~ /2k, and from Eq.(6) we have 

where U is the field energy per unit length given by U = 
P jvg. and vg is the group velocity very close to c. 

Another important concern for high gradient acceleration 
by a waveguide is surface field on the structure which is 
limited by damage threshold. For OILS, we define an edge 
field by Ee = IEr(r = a, z = 0) 1. and it can be shown that 
the condition Ee > Ea always holds. 

3.2 Weak Diffraction Limit and Scaling Laws 

Before going to the exploration of OILS performance over 

O:r = 2 ' 

L[(M + 'T7)2 + ry2] 

2vfnM(M + 2ry) 

(7) design parameter space using the general formulas provided 
in Sec.(3.1), it is instructive to look at more transparent 
weak diffraction limit and scaling laws for several impor
tant performance parameters. We will consider the domi-

O:j= 2. 

L [ (M + T7) 2 + ry2] 
(8) nant radial mode with n = 1 and vu = 3.832. Keeping only 

the leading term while taking the limit N » 1, we have 

The { z, t} dependence for all field components becomes 

{E E H } "' ei[(k-et;)z-wt]-etrZ (9) 
• Zl fl <p l 

and power flow through the waveguide is simply 

(10) 

7ra21k /k 12E211 
Po= Re(zT~) a 0 IJI(krap)l2pdp. (11) 

As seen from Eqs.(9,10),.the mode is characterized by a 
phase velocity, vP = wj(k- a:i), larger than c, and a power 
attenuation due to diffraction loss at the apertures. How
ever, for sufficiently large N both phase slippage per cell, 
<Pc = O:jL, and fractional power loss per cell, O:c = 2a:rL. 
can be made as small as desired, as seen from Eqs.(7,8). 
Let's define a slippage length, L5 = 1rjai, over which an 
acceleration phase slippage of 1r is experienced by a highly 
relativistic particle (v ::::::: c) moving along the z-axis. The 
energy gain of the test particle traversing a slippage length 
thus can be calculated as 

(12) 

where T 5 is a reduction factor due to a full 1r phase slippage 
and the attenuation of the acceleration field over a slippage 
length, given by 

(13) 

Two other figures of merit, the shunt impedance per unit 
length ZL and the Q factor, are given here for comparison 
with traditional microwave acceleration structures 

(14) 

(15) 

2 

Ea VN(.X/a) 
---+ .JiTJ IJo(vu)l ::::::: 1.7VN(.X/a)' (16) 

Ee 

Ls 
47r2a2 

::::::: 2.7a2/.X = 2.7NL, ---+ 
VflA 

(17) 

O'.s ---+ 1 - e-1J~::::::: 1 - e-2.1/vN' (18) 

fl. Ws[MeV] ---+ 2.9VN a[mm] Ee[GV /m] , (19) 

Iav[PW /cm2] ---+ 1.7 X 10-4NE;[GV /m], (20) 

...!=._ ---+ (vury)
2 

::::::: 0.79/N, 
Iav 47TN 

(21) 

where O'.s is the fractional power loss per slippage length, 
Iav is the laser intensity averaged over waveguide cross sec
tion at z = 0, thus the required laser power is given by 
Po = 7ra2Iav. and Ie is the laser intensity at the edge of 
aperture. Also we have Ts ~ 2/7r, and with r = k- CY.j, 

w c 
Vp = r::::::: 1- .!(~)2 , 

2 211'a 

(22) 

dw 
vg= dr::::::: 1+.!(~)2. 

2 211'a 

c 
(23) 

The most important characteristics of OILS as·a poten
tially attractive structure for laser acceleration is revealed 
by Eq.(l6). It is shown that the ratio of acceleration to edge 
(surface) field is enhanced from the usual scaling for all near 
field accelerations [5], >.fa, by a large factor, JN. As are
sult, substantial acceleration gradient can be obtained on the 
axis with a favorable intensity scaling, Eq.(21 ), even though 
the boundary is hundreds of wavelengths away. 

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

With the parameter definitions and general formulas given 
in Sec.(3.1), we are now ready to evaluate OILS per
formance. It is noted that there are only four indepen
dent parameters and they are chosen for convenience to be 
{.X, Ee, aj>., N}. We are interested in only a few discrete 



wavelengths where bright sources are available, in particu
lar at 1 and 10 J.Lm. The maximum tolerable edge field Ee is -
determined by laser damage threshold, which can often be 
set at a constant value given laser wavelength and materi;ll 
of the structure. It can be inferred from the experimental 
data [6] that 10 GV/m seems to be a reasonable upper limit 
for Ee at>. = lJ.Lm. Thus we are left with only two indepen
dent parameters {a/>., N} to vary, all dependent parameters 
can therefore be conveniently visualized in contour plots. 

Shown in Fig.(l-3) are the peak acceleration gradient, en
ergy gain per slippage length, and the required laser power, 
respectively, for { >. = lJ.Lm, Ee = lOGV /m}. Four ex
amples including { >. = lOJ.Lm, Ee = 5GV jm} cases with 
more complete listing of performance parameters are given 
in Table 1. All these results can be readily scaled to other 
parameter regime of interest according to the scaling laws 
given in Sec.(3.2). 

Table 1. Example Cases of Acceleration Parameters 

cAsEs IA m I IIA I 1m I 
>.(J.Lm) 1 1 10 10 
a(mm) 0.5 0.25 I 0.5 
L(mm) 1 0.125 2 I 

N 250 500 50 25 
Ea(GV/m) 0.54 1.5 0.6 0.84 
.6-Ws(MeV) 227 161 100 35 

L5 (cm) 69 17 28 7.2 
Po(TW) 34 17 7.1 0.92 

Iav(PWjcm:t) 4.3 8.6 0.23 0.12 
Ie(TW jcm:t) 13 13 3.3 3.3 

¢c(degree) 0.26 0.13 1.3 2.5 
ac(%) 0.019 0.0067 0.2 0.56 
as(%) 12 8.8 25 33 
Q(l0°) 33 12 0.62 0.11 

ZL(MO/m) 0.045 0.25 0.049 0.14 
Ts 0.62 0.62 0.59 0.58 

Ee(GV/m) 10 10 5 5 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

I have presented a systematic evaluation of laser accelera
tion inside an OILS assuming well established eigenmode. 
Analysis of planar and rectangular structures can be carried 
out parallel to what's done here. The scaling laws derived 
from the powerful analytical approach of Vainshtein have 
both revealed the simplicity of the acceleration mechanism 
and uncovered some surprisingly favorable characteristics 
of such a diffraction dominated structure. However I have 
not touched upon such critical issues as wakefield, beam 
loading, and ways to couple laser power in and out of the 
structure without significantly degrading acceleration per
formance. But, I do want to point out in passing that the axi
con scheme used to generate radially polarized laser beam 
for the inverse Cherenkov laser acceleration experiment [7] 
appears to be an interesting candidate for OILS mode injec
tion. Further investigation on this and other critical issues 
will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
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Figure 1: Ea vs. {N,aj>.}@>. = lJ.Lm,Ee = lOGV/m. 
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Figure 2: .6. W 5 vs. {N, aj >.}@>. = lJ.Lm, Ee = lOGV jm. 
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Figure3: Po vs. {N,aj>.}@>. = lJ.Lm,Ee = lOGVjm. 
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